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WATERFRONT & MARINA

As Dubai continues to take centre stage in the waterfront 
construction with its iconic initiatives and unmatched magnitude, 
it is no wonder that one of its visionary projects has taken the 
sustainable business model to the next level.

Dubai Maritime City – a unique city within a city envisaged 
to become a world-class destination bringing together the global 
maritime community – is set to be another feather in Dubai’s cap, 
placing its waterfront at the cutting edge of global commerce.

The world’s most comprehensive maritime complex ever-
planned, Dubai Maritime City will be spread across a 220-hectare 
man-made peninsula between Port Rashid and the Dubai Dry 
Docks and surrounded by the waters of the Arabian Gulf, giving 
a completely new dimension to the growth and development that 
epitomize Dubai. 

Part of a vision of His Highness General Sheikh Mohammed Bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of UAE 
and Ruler of Dubai, Dubai Maritime City will provide a unique 
world-class environment for the global maritime community.  
In a nutshell, the City will provide everything the global maritime 
community will need to build, work, live and learn.

The Maritime City concept
The concept of Dubai Maritime City’s development is firmly 
driven by the needs of both local and international marine and 
maritime communities for a dedicated hub. Dubai’s rich legacy 
of sea-going traditions and its enviable geographical location at 
the focal point of the hemispheres makes it one of the best suited 
locations for this project.

An iconic multidimensional maritime cluster, Dubai Maritime 
City is set to offer unparalleled infrastructure, coupled with 
specialised services and regulations that will create a unique 
environment aimed at promoting and integrating the global 
maritime community. The mission of the development is centred 
around establishing a culture that is dynamic and innovatively 
focused on adding value to all facets of the maritime industry.

Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the world’s first purpose-
built maritime development has raised the bar with its inimitable 
masterplan, something Mr Amer Ali, project manager at Dubai 
Maritime City, is very proud of.  “We are happy with the progress 
achieved by our project”, he said “Our basic ambition is to serve 
not just the local maritime community, but to be a response 
to the global maritime industry. For the first time ever, Dubai 
Maritime City will build dedicated areas and facilities and create 
an environment to encourage industry integration and present 
new growth opportunities.”

This development will provide the core elements of 
infrastructure required by key marine and maritime-related 
industr ies and services in one location that will perfectly 
complement Dubai’s existing shipping operations. The principal 
objectives are to build a unique and fully-equipped maritime 
destination, to develop Dubai’s ship repair industry and support 
Dubai’s waterfront development.

“The vision of Dubai Maritime City stems from the maritime 
traditions of the region. Responding to the demands of the past, 
it has firmly established itself as a formidable force within the ship 
repair arena. It now aims to respond to the new challenges of the 
growth of Dubai,” Mr. Ali added.

Make no mistake. Dubai Maritime City will not cater only to 
ship repair. In response to the needs of its industrial partners, it 

Dubai Maritime City to offer unique 
world-class environment for global 
maritime community
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The City will provide the core elements of infrastructure required by key marine 
and maritime-related industries and services.

Dubai Maritime City will be spread across a 220-hectare man-made peninsula.
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will also house yacht repair and manufacture, as well as a whole 
host of ancillary industrial maritime parts, supplies and services. 
The industrial workshops, warehouses, showrooms, stores and 
shops will be designed and built with their maritime function and 
use firmly in mind.

Overall, the City will help create a commercial infrastructure 
resulting in an attractive business environment, dedicated solely 
to the worldwide maritime community. It will be instrumental 
in helping the maritime businesses of Dubai – and the world – to 
realise their potential. 

“It will provide a strategic global location for seven key 
industry sectors within the entire maritime business – maritime 
management, maritime services, maritime retail and recreation, 
maritime education and research, ship repair and maintenance, 
yacht repair and maintenance” said Mr. Ali. The state-of-the-art 
facilities within Dubai Maritime City are comprehensive and will 
continue to be developed in anticipation of customers’ demands.” 

Facilities
A vibrant mixed-use development for the maritime industry, 
the City will be an optimal mix of industrial, commercial, 
residential and leisure facilities housed on a manmade peninsula. 
As a peninsula development, Dubai Maritime City harnesses 
the benefits of open sea access for the industrial community, yet 
creates a mesmerising living and working environment with 
breathtaking sea views in a vibrant commercial hub.

As history takes shape, the Maritime City recently announced 
the launch of manufacturing process of new shiplifts of Jadaf 
Dubai – one of the oldest ship repair yard in the Arabian Gulf 
– which is currently located at Dubai Creek. The shift of Jadaf 
Dubai to Dubai Maritime City reflects the distinction of the 
Maritime City as a prestigious location and is expected to provide 
a major impetus to regional maritime trade.

The relocation will also facilitate a number of companies 
operational at Jadaf Dubai to expand their operations. With its 
direct access to sea, vessels calling at Dubai Maritime City will 
not be limited by size, as is the case at Al Jadaf Dubai’s current 
location where vessels are restricted because of bridge crossings.

Dubai Maritime City is tailored specifically for marine service 
companies including insurance and legal firms, builders and 
designers of yachts, traditional ships and recreational boats, ship 
repair and modification companies.

A further initiative that showcases Dubai Maritime City’s 
commitment to the development of the maritime community is 
its plans for a centre of learning and excellence within its grounds. 
This marine academy’s syllabus will be designed with the future of 
the maritime industry and world trade at its heart.

The Dubai Maritime Learning Experience will host a number 
of accredited bodies, who will offer both academic studies and 
vocational guidance in diverse aspects of maritime commerce, 
from business management to technical training. Its location in 
the centre of the City will give many practical advantages and 
opportunities for hands-on experience.

Dubai Maritime City will provide access to an already 
thriving regional market, immediate access to specialist labour 
resources and close proximity to value chain partners. It will be 
a commercial environment that caters to each and every facet 
of this fascinating global network, becoming in itself a new 
dimension in the international maritime scene.

“Broadly speaking, today Dubai has become the gateway of 
trade for the region, taking advantage of its position midway in 
the international time zones. Offering a vibrant cosmopolitan 
lifestyle, it is one of the fastest growing economies in the world. 
Dubai Maritime City builds on that foundation,” concluded  
Mr. Ali.

The City philosophy provides what many clusters worldwide 
lack: a cohesive framework to encourage business not only to 
trade together, but to create a sense of community and gain 
benefit from the mixed-use dimension that brings industry, 
commerce, education, and lifestyle into one central location. To 
put it briefly, it is a prime example of the enterprise that has 
made the emirate the focal point for business in the region and a 
unique gateway for trade around the world.

Building on Dubai’s maritime heritage, Dubai Maritime City (DMC) is committed 

to serve the needs of the global maritime community. By offering world-class 

infrastructure, services and regulations DMC will create a unique specialised 

environment that will promote the networking and integration of maritime 

industry players. Through a determination to understand and exceed customers’ 

expectations, DMC will establish a culture that is dynamic and innovative, focused 

on adding value to all aspects of the industry.
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The City will be an optimal mix of industrial, commercial, residential and leisure 
facilities housed on a manmade peninsula.


